OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS
FL7A Operation - Round Flat Sealed Cover Removal and Replacement

Please hand to site operator

FL90, FL100, FL120, FL180, FL600 and FL760 OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS

Warning
The handle must be used at all times to remove/replace the cover. Do not insert any levering device between the cover and frame. Periodically remove the bung in the base of the key housing to clear debris. Fill with grease or anti-freeze in cold climates during winter.

Cover removal
1. Insert handle, turn clockwise.
2. Release foot pedal.
3a. Push down on foot pedal.
3b. If cover will not lift, stand on lever, stamp on pedal.
4. Return lever to upright position.
5. Remove cover.

Cover replacement
6. Clean the frame and cover gasket/seal as required.
7a. For FL90, FL120, FL600 and FL760, align correctly with frame. Push cover into position using your foot.
7b. For FL100 and FL180, align correctly with frame. Push cover into position using your foot.
8. Stamp cover down.

We’ve got you covered
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